The direct bearing of this purely physical field factor is upon the problem of biological organization.12' 16, 34 In this connection it is shown by Northrop that three general factors are required in order to account for agreed biological phenomena. Chemical theory describes the physically chemical entities which at any given time compose the biological organism, thermodynamical theory prescribes the energies and their sources required for the organism's maintenance, and electrodynamic theory provides the relational factor whereby the form of the organism is continued intact despite the flux of changing chemical entities and their constant interaction with energic forces.
But none of these factors is sufficient in itself to render a complete biological account. "The insufficiency of the chemical theory . . . [is] that it could account for the persistence of biological organization only if organization had its basis in the persistence in the organism of the individual entities which are the chemical terms of that organization. That this is not the case is shown by the fact that although the organization persists, the chemical atoms and molecules within this organization are in continuous motion and flux. The insufficiency of the thermodynamical theory . . . centers in the fact that there is nothing in the theory to prescribe the particular relatedness into which the energy organizes the moving chemical elements."-31 And the insufficiency of the electromagnetic factor is plainly seen in its impotence to provide either the chemical entities or the thermodynamic energies which are organized or patterned by it into the living form.
Thus, it is evident that all three factors are demanded. "Chemical theory provides the postulated entities that are the basis of the material constituents of living organisms; thermodynamics provides an understanding of their dependence upon energy factors from without, and the electrodynamic theory provides the irreductible relatedness necessary for an understanding of the organization of the constituents as worked upon by the energy."" But if a complete solution of the problems raised by biological phenomena is so achieved in general terms, it is necessary to note that the field factor (electrodynamics) constitutes but a single one of the three elements required for such a solution. Its direct application is not to biological phenomena in their entirety, but to those specific details which comprise the problem of biological organization only.
This point is especially pertinent, since the question has lately been raised as to the "primary causal" function of the field factor in biology. 27 The short answer to this question is that the field factor cannot be considered as primarily causal in respect to the biological organism, but only in respect to its pattern of organization, since the organism itself comprises more than its own organizational aspect. This writer has suggested elsewhere24 that, just as the problem of biological organization is a special instance of the general problem of organization in the physical world, so the three factors demanded for a solution of the complete biological problem are a special instance of the presence of the same three independent and co-equally important factors required for all phenomenological occurrence in this universe. These three factors may be denominated as the positive, the negative, and the patterning factors, respectively.
These last three terms may be subject to criticism, since they are of so general a character as to possess many different connotations in the case of each, although it can scarcely be denied that some identifying and distinguishable labels are required to denote the three independent factors involved. The truth is, of course, that these three factors are more relevantly to be given somewhat different labelling when applicable to different fields of research, but at the same time we need also a set of terms of as general a kind as possible for use when we speak of these factors as present universally throughout nature.
For instance, in chemistry the best descriptive terms for these factors are perhaps positive, negative, and neutralizing, whereas in certain specific psychological phenomena they have been denoted as affirming, denying, and reconciling. In engineering, again, they might be accepted as architectural (in the sense of planning), constructional, and geographical. What is plain is that three basic factors contribute to the actualization of all phenomena of whatever kind the latter may be; there is a positive, energic factor, there is a recalcitrant, restrictive, usually "material" factor, and there is the organizational factor of design. In the primary realm of physics the terms positive, negative, and patterning, appear altogether apposite and since these are also the most general denotations for the mentioned factors, it seems best to adopt them for the present discussion. What we shall seek to show is the relation of such independent factors to each other and their respective contributions to the total phenomena of which they all are determinants.
To illustrate the point one may denote the factor of geographical site in its bearing upon the pattern of a town or city. Here we may easily appreciate that it is the lie-of-the-land, the site, which determines the lay-out of the future town and also its subsequent development. It is the size and shape of Manhattan Island that first produced the constricted nature of New York City and later led directly to the place occupied by this city as the chief pioneer and practitioner of the novel form of architectural construction known as the skyscraper. Innumerable examples could be adduced to show the importance of site to the ultimate character of the work undertaken upon it, examples of towns and cities on islands or upon series of islands (the life both of Venice and of Stockholm is conditioned notably by the canals which serve as their means of internal communication), of towns built in lakes (necessitating construction on piles and a generally aquxous existence for the inhabitants) , of communities located on hills, or in ravines, or at river junctions. In all these instances the actual site chosen has an important effect upon the type of construction, the nature of safeguards adopted against hostility from without, the internal and external systems of communication, and so on. In all these instances, too, there are three prime and different underlying forces at work. The positive factor is the decision of men to live at the selected site, the negative factor comprises the difficulty and work involved in the town's construction, the result or total phenomenon is the town itself; but always the contribution of the third or patterning factor, the site of the town, to the result is plainly to be seen as equally important with the other two factors. Of course there are towns and cities where the operation of the third factor is not so strikingly apparent; it is equally present without being equally noticeable.
Let us now consider the case of the hydrogen atom. Here the essential factor that determines what it is as a form of matter and also how it differs from other atomic forms of matter is the particular pattern in the arrangement of its constituent electrical units. When we ask what de-termines the pattern of the hydrogen atom, the pattern which in turn is the prime determinant of hydrogen's chemical characteristics, we may reply that it is the electrical geography of the universe. The phrase is not merely analogical, for by it we will mean not "something like geography"; we will mean, quite literally, topography -a real topography just as hard and unyielding to subjective influence or to subjective preference as the more familiar mountain, lake, hill, and stream that make up the accustomed landscape. The physical term for that topography is the electromagnetic field of the atom in question.
Throughout the physico-chemical realm there exists a whole range of increasing atomic complexity, as shown, for example, in the Periodic Table of the chemical elements. Here we may usefully think of the situation, not as a successive derivation inter more and less complex atoms, but rather as displaying a simultaneous range of increasingly complex electromagnetic fields that must in turn establish a range of atomic patterns of varying complexity. In considering the more complicated atomic phenomena it has indeed been found necessary to resort to such abstractions as the "exclusion principle"28 but in such instances we may expect that, when knowledge has progressed beyond the stage of abstraction, the phenomena for which such "principles" seek to account will find their accurate physical representation in electromagnetic field formulae. Thus, in the atom we find again the same three fundamentally independent factors. Here they are the nucleus, predominantly composed of positive and neutral electrical elements, the surrounding aura of outlying electrons, electrically negative, and the patterning electromagnetic field existing at the location of the atom and determining not only the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons which may exist within it but also the relation between their positive and negative massing that constitutes the nature of the special atom there actualized.
No less are these three fundamental factors present in the basic phenomena of psychology. Naturally they are to be identified differently at different phenomenological levels and here the positive factor may be denoted as the experiential content of the individual, the negative factor as the end-products of the neural functioning of the organism, and the patterning factor as the conscious entity which is the essence of the individual as such and whose field influence in the totality of the human being is the mediation of consciousness (irrespective of its content) whereby the physical phenomena of neural functioning are transformed into the experiential content prehended. As to biology, we have already seen and identified these three factors as the energy intake of the organ-ism, the chemical entities composing it, and the electrodynamic field which establishes the maturating pattern of the organism and thereafter maintains it.
When the above relationships are appreciated, it seems inevitable that the Gestalt fallacy should arise. That conceptual error for a time had a considerable adverse effect upon psychological research and there seems no need to allow it to invade the fresh realm of biological field theory. To assert'5 that "pattern or organization is a fundamental characteristic of biological systems, or of physical systems, or of the universe," is not to deny that "the field both determines and is determined by the particle. But to find meaning for the field as, in this partial sense, an ultimate causal factor is the real difficulty."'13 For "to find meaning for the causal efficacy of the field at the cost of denying all determination of the field by the particle" is inadmissible.'4 This is in accordance with the physicist's view: "It may be said therefore that modern electromagnetic theory has restored both particles and fields to an important place in physics. No Similarly, in the case of the biological organism, the electrodynamic field characteristic of the species, frog, is present and measureable in the unfertilized egg and (but only) if the egg is fertilized, will determine the neuraxis of the later organism.4 In the event, however, that the egg be not fertilized, the pattern all the time inherent in the electrodynamic field associated with it will remain merely as a potential but unactualized organic phenomenon.
It is as a result of confusing the patterning factor with the total phenomenon or of the alternative confusion whereby it is supposed that the patterning factor alone determines the total phenomenon, that such misstatements arise as that "the whole determines the parts," when actually it is the pattern whichdetermines the arrangement only of the parts, and it is both the parts and the pattern plus another force-factor which in a real sense determine the whole. For it must not be supposed that the sophisticated Gestaltist alleges that (d) determines (a), (b), and (c), a manifest impossibility, since all the "parts" to which he refers are included within (b) alone, (a) and (c) being energy components or field components which have fallen outside his purview and thus led to his mistake.
A similar Gestalt error takes place in regard to subordinate wholes. The human eye, for instance, can be considered as a whole, but the fact remains that it is part of a face, which is part of a man, who is part of the organic kingdom, which is part of the planet, and so on. There is indeed only a single and unique real "whole" and that is the whole universe; which is but a short way of saying what Northrop has long since formulated fully in his theory of the macrocosmic atom33 without, however, in the latter case committing the fallacy of supposing the macrocosmic atom to be uniquely and completely determinative of everything comprised within it. The whole does in fact have a subsequent reciprocal influence upon the previous factors which created it: the final city, for instance, with its building foundations and its excavations and fills for roadways does in minor ways reciprocally alter the very site which originally determined its own mapping. But the more important point for the present discussion is that, since any phenomenon is the mutual contribution of three separately analyzable elements, it is always possible -despite Gestalt contentions-to concentrate upon one of these in order to demonstrate that one's particular and partial influence upon the total result.
If we set out the preceding analyses in a table, the chief conclusion of the present discussion will become clear: Our main interest now is in biology, and from the above tabulation it is to be seen as self-evident that the patterning factor involved, the electrodynamic field of the organism, is not and cannot be the "primary causal" element in the resulting totality or biological organism. No leg of a tripod can be primarily causal in respect to the tripod, and a rigorous analysis at once discloses that the question in such terms is meaningless. No more is the electrodynamic field associated with the living organism, primarily causal in respect to the organism; it is determinative of the organic pattern only. This is a very important biological aspect of the organism, to be sure, since it establishes the criterion of design by which the organism is characterized as a member of one or another distinct biological species. But in the full biological view an organism is more than simply its own design; the latter is but one of its basic aspects and as concerns the organism-as-a-whole the biological field factor is simply one of three mutually and co-equally determinative "causes."
There is another point well worth mentioning in connection with biological field theory. This is the question as to the irreducibility of the field factor. Here we must distinguish between the levels of discourse or of reality that are involved. Upon the biological level the electrodynamic field of the organism is an irreducible factor in that, in regard to biological phenomena, it is a primary element and cannot further be analyzed. But in respect to physics or the level of physical phenomena this is not so and there the characteristics and origins of such a measureable field are open to further investigation.
Here, again, the comparable case of the city will be of value. In the engineering sense its site is also an irreducible factor since the builders, having decided to erect their constructions at that place, are forced to comply with the general conformation and other characteristics of the given site. But the case is very different in a geographical sense. On this level there exist many factors which have contributed to make the site what it is when first viewed by the builders and which can be investigated as such -soil erosion by rivers, streams, and weather; type and quantity of the soil itself; the underlying rock formations and their origins, etc. But in such inquiries it will not be the engineer who is engaged but rather the geographer and the geologist. Thus, what must be accepted as irreducible by a certain kind of scientist merely sets the stage for a prolonged investigation by his colleague in another department of science.
Both the necessary distinction and the afforded opportunity are of much import in relation to biological field theory. In biology both the general positive and negative factors have been explored in great detail and large masses of data and ascertainments have been accumulated. No one, for instance, could claim to be a biologist who remained unaware of the phenomena either of organic chemistry or of the metabolic processes of the organism; but since the electrodynamic field of the organism has been but newly discovered as a real and basic biological factor, few biologists are so much as aware of its existence, let alone of its importance for their science.
When we consider their knowledge of the other two basic biological factors, we see that this has been acquired only through cooperation between them and other sciences and scientists. Organic chemistry is a division primarily, not of biology, but of chemistry and although the phenomena of metabolism are biological, they rest upon basic principles investigated and supplied by physicists engaged upon thermodynamical research. Where is the biologist to look for competent assistance in regard to the equally important field factor? What he will need will be an "organic physicist" to whom he can turn in much the same way as the aid of the organic chemist is available to him. When the physicist remarks27 that "the origin of the primary field is somehow left unexplained," the biologist is entitled to reply that this is a question for physics to answer, since the electrodynamic field for biology is an irreducible factor, but not for the physicist. It is as if the physicist should demand of the biologist an account of entropy, when entropy is a term referring to the second law of thermodynamics; the biological field factor is a term unanalyzable further by the biologist and it is precisely the physicist who alone can render an account of its "origin." At the same time the realm of the biological field factor is recently discovered and very largely unexplored; it is an important inquiry, and field physicists should be urged to give it their attention and to offer the needed assistance which biologists will so much desire in completing the full outline of their own science.
The steady-state D.C. field of the organism is not primarily causal in respect to. all biological phenomena, but it is that one of the three basic and co-equally important factors of which the least is known. There is a great opportunity in this significant research for cooperation between the biologist and the physicist.
